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Name of the Activity : Value Education (Interactive session)

Topic : Eco Buddies: Care for a Change

Resource Penson : Ms. Shivani Mangla

Organized by : R'D.P.S

VenUC : GLH

Date and Durdtion : 20th November, 2OL7 (40 minutes)

Participants : Class II (A-E)

FiIr, ACcessictt.Oossten : Stud-e.'vrts Wenl<lholr- FiLe
Objectives: j

I

/

needed to protect and improve the environment.

Description:

"Heal the Earth, Heal the future."

Being eco-friendly or environmental friendly is becoming more and more important now-a-day.s due to

environmental issues. In order to develop this feeling among the learners a value education session on

'Eco Buddies - Care for a Change' was conducted for the students of class II to make students aware

about the scarcity of resources and how to keep the environment clean and green. The session was

initiated with a video through which learners were made to realize the importance of natural resources,

3 R,s and judicious use of resources so that our future generations can also avail the benefits of God's

gifts. During the session learners were asked questions related to the environmental problems like

pollution and how to reduce it. Learners were given opportunities to express how they can keep

environment clean and green. The session contributed well in making learners realize that the waste

material like old newspapers can be reused to make productive things like paper bags, envelopes elc

and were motivated to use eco-friendly products like paper bags, bicycle, dustbins, cloth instead of

excess water for cleaning purpose. The learners were encouraged to practice these values in real life

situations. Learhers participated actively in the discussion with their expressive ideas on how to be an

eco- buddy. Overall, the seision was very fruitful as it supported well in impafting knowledge about

environmental issues and how to deal with it and also helped them to choose what is right for them.
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